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Fart.A
[Answer any two questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate fuil marks.]

1. Solve the foliowing differential equation by using series solution method 10

,d2v dv ['t r\-'#***+\x"-n')Y=0
2. Apply the method of variation of parameters solve the following differential 10

equations (any two):
,2(D + -t* *2y: -e'-dx' dx l+ e'
,2

(ii) ?++!=tanx
dx'

3(a). Without determining the coefficients, write only the trial solution for the method of 02

undetermined coeffi cients.

(i) y" - 4y = x2 e* - x cos}x

(ii) Y" +9y' : xe-x sinn x

3(b). Solve the following differential equations using the method of undetermined 08
coefficients:

(i) (o' -t)y = er sin2x

(ii) (o' * zn + 2)t = x2 + sin x

Fart ts
[Answer any three questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

4(a). Formulate a partial differential equation by eliminating the constants a, b and c from 05

the relation 1-.4 n { =l " Also write down the order and degree of the obtained
a- b' c'

differential equation"
4(b)" Find the differential equations by eliminating the arbitrary function from 05

q6*y+r-*2+y2_ r')=0.
5(a). Solve the foliowing linear partial differential equations (any two): 06

(i) y2 p - xyq = x(z -2y)
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(ii) *' (y-r)p*y' (r-*)q= 12 (*-y)

(iii) Q' -'r'- Y')P +(*Y + xz) q = xY - xz

5(b). Obtain the integral surface of the linear partial differential equation 04

*b' * r), - r(*' * r)o:(*' - r'), ,

which contains the line x * y = O, z =L
6. Write down the Charpit's auxiliary equation.Apply the Charpit's method to find the 10

complete integral of the following equations (any two):
(i) pxy+pq+qy-yz=0

(ii) p =(qy+ r)2

(iii) px + qy = pq

7(a). Find the complementary function of the following (any one): 0Z

(i) 4(r-s)+r:0

* o!1=o
(ii) ox oY

7(b). Solve the following partial differential equations (any two): 0g

(i) (r' - 6DD' +gD'') z =t2x2 +36xy

(ii) (D3 - 4D2 D' + 4DD'z) , = +sin(2x + y)

(iii) b'z -2DD' + n'.')'= e*tlv
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